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admitted with Mr. T. Michelson (J.A.O.8., XXX, p. 84,
n. fi) that the -j, of the inscriptions of the North-West
is " Magadhism" one still remains embarrassed by the
co-existence of the forms with -I- and -?•-. Should one say
that the contact took place between Dravidian and the
Eastern dialects of Sanskrit ? It would be a further
definition of great value. But Eastern Munda possesses
a word of similar appearance, with r ; e.g. Savara, w.zra*
Santalijnardk' • and this word re-appears in Indo-China :
M6n mrak, Bahnar mra (to tell the truth, Father Schmidt
connects these two forms with Skr. Pali barJn, derived
from barha—another word of unknown origin). One does
not know if the two series should be put together or not.
Is the Tamil word palam ct ripe fruit" copied from
or the original of bhe Vedic phdla—? Here the difficulty
is manifold. One can imagine the Indo-European
etymologies (of. Uhlenbeck, s.v. ; Wackernagel Altind. gr.,
I, pp. 120, 123 ; M. Meillet proposes Old Slav, plodu
" fruit ")• But one .can also refer to .Can, pan, Tel. po.ndn
Kur. panjw " fruit/^" possibly even to Brahui pirs
" to .swell up: " the nasal does not cause any absolute
difficulty, Canarese has meua&ulbj the side of 01*14*0 quoted
above as the designation of " pepper w ; it gives vnafo
in face of Tarn, nlakkei, Gondi wkal, Toda wash- '* pestle/'
If the connection, were proved it would be most probable
that phala was borrowed feom Dravidian. But " fruitw
is called in Khmer pUi, in Kaseng plei, in Bahnar ple£9
in Stieng plei ; and Prof. Przyluski who communicates
these words to me adds that, in his opinion, they could
not have been borrowed from India, because Annamite,
in which there is no Indian influence, has trai which
goes back to blai attested in the 17th century by Father
Bhodes.

